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TEXTS AND MANUSCRIPTS:
DESCRIPTION AND RESEARCH

M. E. Rezvan

QUR' AN MANUSCRIPT A 1638 FROM THE COLLECTION
OF THE ST. PETERSBURG BRANCH OF THE INSTITUTE OF ORIENTAL
STUDIES AND THE PRACTICE OF ISTIKHARA
The Eastern manuscript that finds its way to the desk of the
European scholar was removed many decades or centuries
ago from the complex context that defined its existence.
Created to meet the needs of people who lived in a specific
place at a specific time. the manuscript contained important
knowledge. It pleased the eye with its construction and the
beauty of its calligraphy. It could act as a talisman. It provided descendants with infonnation about their forbears. It
preserved the remarks of earlier owners and readers ... Although many clements of this context arc often lost forever
with the passage of time, the attentive researcher has tools
that allow him to restore at least some of them. In doing so,
one can grasp the true significance of a manuscript copy,
which usually goes beyond the common identification of
a manuscript with its text. Moreover, many of the clements
mentioned here together form a certain code that must be
deciphered to grasp the true meaning of a manuscript. The
pn:scnt article is an attempt to demonstrate this.
Each Qur'anic manuscript has its own talc to tell.
A manuscript preserves the memory of the copyist's hand
and the many owners who left their mark on its margins:
waqf'notes, commentaries on tajwTd, as well as varied symbols and even drawings [I]. Worn-out copies were interred
with the full honour due the sacred text [2] or buried alongside their deceased owner. This did not, however, always
mark the end of the manuscript's life. Even at the beginning
of the last century. widows without other means often dug
up manuscripts from the grave and sold them to visitors [3].
During our work on describing the Qur'an collection at
the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies. we often recorded marginal notes, some of them less
than comprehensible. Among other things, our attention
was drawn to a small-format (6.7 X 11.0 cm) manuscript in
a painted lacquer binding (see.fig. /)copied in a minute calligraphic hand on thin light-coloured paper of local production. The margins contain regular repetitions of the words:
._,.., ~ J~ ("very good") (sec fig 2): ._,.., ~ "-'4-- ("not so
good"): ..,,., ~ ("good"): .:.; ("bad"); .:.; "-'4-- ("not so bad").
Later, B. A. Donaldson's "The Wild Rue" revealed a magical explanation for these notes. In her chapter on Qur'anic
• M. E. Re/van. 2003

magic, she writes: "Some Korans arc especially prepared
for this purpose (divination - M. R.) and have their pages
marked with letters which indicate what the answer is to be.
Some have only three letters: t. for ~. meaning good; cP,
for Y:,, meaning bad or unfavourable; and ~, for "-'4--,
signifying medium. Other copies have more details. Nine
letters and combinations indicate very good, good, fair,
medium. not good and bad. These signs simplify the
reader's task and relieve him of the responsibility for an unfavourable interpretation" [4]. Manuscript A 1638 is just
such a manuscript, specially prepared for fortune-telling.
The manuscript was acquired on 24 November 1955
in an Akademkniga store for 200 rubles. It is dated
126211846. It was copied in Iran, probably Tehran or
Shiraz (5]. The inner side of the binding's back cover bears
the seal of Akademkniga and the owner's signature in red
ink: Ex Libris. Klinushin. The manuscript contains virtually
the entire text of the Qur'an (2: 4---94: 8). Page 312 provides a colophon:
1 H~ -0...JJ':ll ~_) ~ .... Jyl..:...)w,...11 ~.i;..) ~I ..:iii ~I w..:;

"[Copying] completed of the Holy Word of God on
Saturday, the 16th day of the month of Rabi' al-awwal year
1262".

Page 3 I 2b (sec fig. 3) displays an Arabic-Persian
inscription that contains an injunction with reference to the
authority of the amlr of the faithful (6] to read a special
prayer upon completion (of copying, reading?) the Qur'an:
l)~Jiil .i;JY'fa.. ,);} ,.:;;.. o~yl> ~:Jl..JI ~ ~_,..JI ..>.!Al w~
.i;.i;I _p..,.
[ ... ] I l.. ~ ~I J ~L....l ,fj.ll; ~I J cS Y""! ,) .}Jl; ( Y:,I ~I
.J j_,,. ':I ,)_j.l\; J_,; J _,.;,.:.; ,).}Jl; ~I JcS~ ,).}Jl;

..cl; ':II i_,i ':I

"O Lord, with the help of the Qur'iin open my eyes, with
the help of the Qur'an free my tongue, and [... ] with the
Qur'an my heart, and use my body through the Qur'an, and
illuminate [me] with the Qur'an, for there is no strength and
no power save through You".
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The text is copied in black ink, siira titles are in red,
and juz' and ~izb beginnings are marked in the margins in
red. Other tajwld signs, as well as vowel signs, are in the
same black ink as the main text. Custodes are set out consistently. The text is enclosed in an uneven triple border.
The outer line is in gold, with a margin of 1.3 cm. The text
is framed directly by a blue, and then a gold line. There are
16 lines per page. The upper margin is 0.6 cm. lower
0.8 cm, outer 0.9 cm. The interval between the lines is
0.2 cm. The end of each aya is marked with a red circle.
The manuscript is defective (the beginning and end of the
Qur'anic text are missing, usually a sign of intensive use),
but the surviving part (312 folios) has reached us in good
condition [7].
As an instrument of isikhara (from the root ~ "to
choose, offer a choice, express a preference"), the manuscript testifies to the spread of the practice. A practitioner
of isikhara [8] entrusts to God the choice between possible
versions of events. The practice is open to the pious. chosen
man who wishes to cede his entire life to the will of God
(khayr), and to the simple man who finds himself in a difficult situation and doubts the conectness of his decision
(mustakhfr).
Since the tradition of divination has its roots in the
most distant past (and isikhara spread in the most varied
parts of the Muslim world), Islam established special rules
for the ritual to prevent a return to pagan traditions.
The practice of text-based divination - known as
rhapsodomancy [9] or theomancy (divination on the basis
of Scripture) [IO] - was especially widespread in the
Shi'ite world. /stikhara differed from .fc1 '/ [ 11] - divination in the broader sense of the word (for example,
"What will become of me 9 ") - in that it detennined only
the desirability, undesirability, of performing a specific
action (for example, "Should I marry Nuria'?"). Fa'/ [12],
on the other hand, performs more general functions. As
a rule, fa'/ was used to foretell the future. Shi'ites consider
Ja'far, Mu~ammad's cousin (killed 8/629 in a battle near
Mu'ta) f 13], the patron of rhapsodomancy.
According to tradition, the Prophet said that if a person
performs istikhara with the necessary veneration, he will
know no loss or grief. lstikhura is usually performed by
professional practitioners, but any educated person can perfonn it in their absence. A specific ritual precedes the process
of divination. 8. A. Donaldson describes how this ritual was
performed in Mashhad in the 1930s. First. the al-Fati~a
was read, and then (in Arabic): "O God! You know what is
concealed!''. A part of iirn 6: 59 followed this: "And with
Him are the keys of the Invisible. None but He knoweth
them. And He knoweth what is in the land and the sea" [14].
Next came the traditional fo1mula of greeting and wishing
peace to Mu~ammad and his lineage, after which the divination began. With eyes closed and turned toward the heavens,
the diviner pronounces the name of God and opens the Sacred Text at random. after which he reads the first sentence,
or part of a sentence, on the page and supplies an interpretation of the text [ 15]. The interpretation makes use of ta '\\'II
methods (symbolic and metaphoric exegesis).
Fa'/ is performed in similar fashion. The chief difference is that the diviner begins not by reading the first word
on the page, but by going to the beginning of the verse: if
its meaning is seen as positive, then the beginning will be
good. He then examines the end to determine the nature of
the outcome [ 16].

The practice is still popular in Iran. This year in Tehran
saw the publication of the "most complete and detailed"
guide to istikhara, drawn up by Ghulam Riqa Naw'al [ 17].
The guide is based on one of the manuscripts specially
created in accordance with the istikhara tradition [ 18].
An analysis of this book deserves special attention, as it
is a fascinating source of infmmation on divination in
today's Iran.
The practice of istikhura is the subject of numerous
discussions today, just as it was hundreds of years ago. Is
divination acceptable? Does not recourse to istikhara hinder independent thinking? Does not the practice avoid individual responsibility? Kashani proves that the practice of
divination on the Sacred Text is lawful with references to
~adlth, the authoritative imams Ja'far al-~adiq and Riqa.
and quotes from the imam Khumaynl and Taba\abaT. The
foreword by Dr. A~mad ·Abadi attempts to justify istikhara
by juxtaposing two concepts: tafa '/ and ta{a}yur. The former means "lawful divination", the latter - "forbidden
divination". But the inconsistent use of these terms (and
the subsequent contrast between .fa'/ and istikhara) shows
that until now there has been no definitive treatment of
the question. Another fascinating issue is the question of
whether it is possible to use istikhiira as legitimate proof
in court. The main arguments in favour of istikhara are
that there is nothing reprehensible in seeking God's help in
a difficult situation, that this has no relation to pagan practices, and that istikhura does not give man access to concealed knowledge, but rather help and support in dealing
with his doubts.
As a sign of the urgency of the question in contemporary
Iranian society, the book is intended to ease the work of
imams in mosques who receive regular requests from people to perform istikhiira for them. Thanks to this book.
people who do not know Arabic can appeal to God in difficult situations without intermediaries.
The book also contains infonnation on (i) the typology
of istikhara (where the Qur'an is listed as only one possible
instrument of divination); (ii) the best time and place to perform it (on Saturday from sunrise to sundown; on Sunday
from dawn to noon, and then from before dusk to sundown;
on Monday from dawn to sunup, then from noon to sundown; on Tuesday, from dawn to noon, then from before
dusk to the dark of night; on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday from dawn until the dark of night); (iii) religious and
ethical requirements for the practitioner of istikhara (who
must be reconciled to God, sincere, entirely serious about
what he is doing, with clearly formulated questions; the
matter on which advice is sought cannot contradict the
sharl'a, no action contrary to the result of divination must
be performed, etc).
We cite here the prayer rule of J:lasan 'Askari (232260/845-872) from this book, which precedes the divination process: first, the al-Fiiti~a is read one to three times,
than the 97th silra (Qadr) is read ten times, and then the
following prayer is pronounced three times:
..,! ~ ~ ~ ..;l~I J _;_,,.')I ~\_.. &!..l ..;l~I ...-'I ~I
'_)J~I JJ_,...WI
Wb. J -w..il .J! J, j~I ...S ylG ~I .i> t.... ...-')WI .JA'll ,)S. ,:) ~I

.c)fa •94\ J <...\;I <...l_fi.l~
,l_;Y"'<...\;I ~~ J 'l_,l:io\...._,.....'; .iyo~...,.~I
,~t.; .,rt' l..1 J

->""i.! .JAi l..1 ~I

.~\,,..,!o~&.....y..;l~l...-'1~1
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Each page of the guide is divided into three components: in
the upper part, the iiya, or a part of it; in the central part, the
Persian translation; and below, a brief commentary [ 19]
with the result of the divination in parentheses W...I Y _,:.
("good"); W...\ y_,:. ..Ji\ t..:;, ,) ("good, God willing");
.b~ 4 L.I W...I y_,:. ("good, but in [specific] circumstances"); ,j::ifi \~ 4 L.1 W...I Y _,:. ("good, but selectively"); W...I Y+! 0::i fi .cl Ji ("better to reject this"); ~
("forbidden"); -l:!.i..:;, ~ ("strictly forbidden");..iSY' ~
("categorically forbidden"); W... .i' 4 _;~I ("your choice");
or even ~ .Y' ~~\ Y" ~ y. •W...I y _,:. )~ J,... ~\
·
.i..::.4(..:..i::i~y)
("this is a fine matter, but upon its conclusion death or a
martyr's demise awaits you") (jig. 4), etc.
In Sunni Islam. the practice of divination on the Qur'an
and the Sahlh of al-Bukhari, attested in the seventh - ninth
centurie~. ~~s frequently condemned. The accepted method
is to perform a specific ritual that consists of two rak 'as
and an established sequence of s1/ras (al-Fiiti(w, si/ra I 09
al-Kiifinln, and in the second rak'a- si/ra 112 al-fkhlii.y).
This practice is confirmed by a reference to a l1adlth
transmitted by a contemporary of the Prophet, one of the
most authoritative transmitters in the Sunni tradition, Jabir
ibn 'Abdallah: "The Messenger of the Most High instructed
us constantly and in all matters to perform istikhiira. He
said, may God bless him and greet him, 'If one of you
should be troubled by a problem, let him perform two
rak 'as and then appeal to the Most High:
..tl.;t,;, ~I o!lL.;,;.:,... .!lll..1 _, .ili .;-";..!!.;~I _,~..!!~I ,,..;1 ~I

1:..,jl,.i.:;~,jl~I . ..,.,_,;i]l~..:.Ul_,~I'} _,,.i.:;_,.;.l!I'} _,.;.li:o

;;_,.llc _, ,,r,i..... _, ..,.i,p..),) ~ ( ... ] >"'JI
,,.-:,i..... _, ,,...;,~..),) ~ ->"'11 1:.. .:ii ,.i.:; ~ 0 1 -'·...,.;,) ..!l)-!

~,) ,~ _,,) o.;.l!t! u.JAI

Ute_,

~.J ~

ulS ~~I,) .;.l!I

J ,...:... ._.,;;y.-ol _,

,,..;c

.Uy.-ot! •..s.JAI

(20] "-!
"A God. I ask of You favour through Your omniscience. I ask you to show Your great strength through your
omnipotence. I ask you to show Your great mercy. You arc
all-powerful. yet I am impotent. You arc all-knowing. yet I
am ignorant. All that is concealed is known to You. 0 Lord 1
If You know that this matter [ ... ] is good for me. for my
piety, for my being in this life and the next. then make it
possible for me and grant me in the future a blessing in it.

If You know that this is evil for me, for my piety. for my
being in this life and the next, then remove this matter from
me and remove me from it. And grant me good where it may
be and let me be satisfied with it".

It is assumed that the person who performs istikhiira
will immediately accept the correct decision from above. If
this does not happen, accepted options are written on pieces
of paper and lots are drawn [21]. Oneiromancy sometimes
helped to elicit an answer (22]: after performing the ritual,
the questioner would wait for an answer to come in
a dream. The inner purity of the dreamer was especially
important: a dream sent down by God could not penetrate
a soul awash in passions. According to al-Nawawl (631676/1233-1277): 'The practitioner of istikhiira must entirely reject inner personal desire and trust in the will of the
Creator. This will grant the purchase of good from the
Lord. and not from oneself' (23]. The preferred interpreter
of the dream was a respected, pious person or a mu/Iii (24].
The rules and regulations do not touch on the time and
place of the ritual. There was. however, a belief that istikhiira should be performed in a mosque or other venerated
place where the person would then sleep. Religious authorities disapprove of the latter, as it is closely linked with pagan traditions [25].
/stikhiira plays a notable role in contemporary Islam.
One indication is the number of websites that discuss related issues (usually in the context of matrimonial matters) [26] or even offer "virtual" istikhiira (27] .
As we have seen, a Qur'anic manuscript dated 1846
and a book published in Tehran in 2002 arc both parts of
a single cultural code, a single tradition that continues
in contemporary Islam despite the heated discussions it
evokes. The existence and widespread nature of various
forms of divination is, along with the complex fate of figurative m1, an indication of the ambiguities inherent in Islam's doctrinal paradigm: on the one hand, representatives
of various currents within Islam held various opinions on
these issues in different times and places, from indulgent
tolerance to strict prohibition; on the other hand, both the
depiction of man. as well as other living things, and divination were common practices in the Muslim world.

Addenda

Table I
Siiras, iiyiit and outcomes of divination
Result

Siira

Aya

I

1-2

good, God willing

5

good, God willing

24
2

Commentary
God will help you in this, it is good and has His blessing
Go through with what you have in mind - this matter is worthy of praise
and approval

forbidden

Do not do this. for you will be drawn into sin

38

good. God willing

This matter conceals hidden good inducements. but [it] is the cause of privations and difficulties

58

good, God willing

You will achieve the opposite of your goal. but despite this. it is better to
begin this matter than to turn away from it

69

good, God willing

It is possible to achieve the goal. But this is not enough, [one must] want
more

--
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Continuation of Table 1

2

84
94

good, God willing
good, God willing

106

good, God willing

120
135

forbidden
forbidden

146

forbidden

164
177
187
196
209
220

235
248
257
265
275

good, God willing
forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
forbidden
good, God willing
good, but under
[certain] conditions
forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
good, God willing
strictly forbidden

283

good, God willing

230

3

4

10

forbidden

24
38
53
71
84
101
116
133
149

forbidden
good, God
good. God
forbidden
good, God
forbidden
forbidden
good, God
forbidden

willing
willing
willing

willing

158

-

174
187
1
12
20
27
38
53
66
79
92
102

good, God willing
good, God willing
forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
good
forbidden
forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing
forbidden
good, God willing

114

good, God willing

128

good, God willing

Seek the opposite of what you wish (seek another means of resolving this)
But you will not achieve what you want
Give this up and wish for something better, or, at least, similar. On the
condition that you do not have another goal
It is not suitable to undertake this matter
It is not suitable to undertake this matter
It is not suitable to undertake this matter, for you will not achieve what
you want
Very good, but you will not fully achieve what you wish
Give up and set another goal
The beginning of this matter contains no difficulties
Better to begin this unless an obstacle arises at the very beginning
It is not suitable to undertake this matter
Better to undertake this
This matter is not suitable unless [you observe certain] conditions
This is not the right time for this
You will achieve not all of what you wish, but only a part of it
Very good and worthy
Very good and worthy
Very bad and pernicious
This matter has a condition, and without [observing] this condition,
it is incorrect
The beginning of this matter will cause unhappiness and terrible
difficulties
It is not suitable to undertake this matter
You will achieve what you wish and your goal
Very good and worthy
Utterly damnable
This matter is very good and worthy
It is not suitable to undertake this matter
This undertaking will not lead to anything good
Quickly undertake this and do not forsake it
The result of beginning this matter is a loss and remorse
This is very good, but upon completing it, death or a martyr's demise
awaits you
This is very good
This is very good, but you will not achieve what you want and your goal
Refrain from beginning this
Upon completing [this matter] good and benefit will be [your] lot
Under [a certain] condition, this is good, without it, it is incorrect
You will not achieve what you wish
The beginning of this matter is bad and pernicious
You will not achieve your desire and your goal
You will not achieve your desire and your goal
Good, but look to another matter
Do not count on finishing this matter
This will cause you to escape danger
Without [observing certain] conditions it is not suitable, only with them is
it suitable
This is most preferable

II
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Continuation of Table I

4

141

forbidden

155

forbidden

171
3

strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
forbidden
forbidden
strictly forbidden
forbidden
good
forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing

IO

5

18
32
42
51
64

76
90
104
114
9
28
45
60
74
91
6

131

forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing
forbidden
forbidden
do this and do not
be afraid, for it is
good
under [certain ]
conditions, God
willing, it is good
forbidden

143

good

102
118

152
1-2
23

7

good, but under
[certain] conditions
good, God willing
forbidden

38

forbidden

52

good, God willing

68

good, God willing

82

forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
forbidden
good, but
selectively
good, God willing
forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
forbidden

96

122-123
138
150
160

8

forbidden

171
188
1
17
34

Refrain from trickery and cunning
Because this [matter] will end badly and you will not achieve what you
wish, give it up
-

Because it will have a bad end
Because it will have a bad end
The result of this matter is vile and pernicious
Because it will have a bad end
The beginning of this matter is vile
Because it will have a bad end
This matter is extremely foul
This matter is good, although you will not achieve what you wish
Keep away from this matter
You will not achieve your desire and your goal
You will not achieve your desire and your goal
In accordance with an established tendency, the completion of this matter
is inexpedient
Keep away from this so that you incur no harm
Keep away from this matter, for it will end poorly
This matter speaks of power and force
You will not achieve your desire and your goal
It is not suitable to undertake this
Do this and do not forsake it

Begin this matter only [if you observe a certain] condition
Refrain from this matter because of a bad end
The beginning of this matter will not encounter difficulties, although you
will not achieve what you desire
The beginning of this matter without [fulfilling certain] conditions is not
suitable
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
The beginning of this matter will serve as the cause for remorse
The beginning of this matter will serve as the cause for remorse and
difficulty
Very good and worthy, but you will not achieve your goal and desire
Very good, undertake this and do not forsake it, although the goal and the
desire will not be achieved
The goal will never be achieved, it will bring nothing but unease
You goal and desire will not be achieved
It is very good and worthy, and contains good for this life and the next
Undertake it, in this is success and salvation
The beginning of this matter will bring remorse and regret
You will achieve the goal and desire only by dividing the matter
Undertake it, for in it is complete power and strength
Because of the impossibility of achieving the goal
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
Undertake it, in it is victory and a good end
Because of a bad end refrain
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Continuation of Table 1

8

9

10

11

46
62
1
14

good,
good,
good,
good,

27

the choice is yours

37
48
56
73
87
100
112

strictly forbidden
forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing
forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing

123

good, God willing

7
21
34
53

strictly forbidden
forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing

71

good, God willing

89
107
13

good, God willing
the choice is yours
forbidden

29

good, God willing

46

forbidden

63

good, God willing

82
98

forbidden
forbidden

118

forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing

44

forbidden

27

under [certain] conditions, God willing,
it is good
forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
good, God willing
forbidden

42

forbidden

64
80
96

I

14

II

14
15

willing
willing
willing
willing

15
31

12

13

God
God
God
God

25
42
16

better to tum away
from this
good, God willing
forbidden
good, God willing

Fulfil it and do not forsake it
Undertake it, you will not encounter difficulties and anxieties
Undertake the matter that you have set as your goal
Fulfil and do not forsake it, as in it is victory and gifts
The achievement of the goal and the opposite are equal. You are free to
achieve it or not.
-

The desire and goal will not be achieved
Its being and essence are bad
Fulfil this and do not forsake it
To begin this matter is vile because of its bad end
In it is virtue, salvation, and the achievement of your desire
In this matter is good news and the achievement of what you wish
Fulfil this and do not forsake it, for it comes along with victory and the
achievement of the goal
Because of a bad end
You will not achieve what you wish, the opposite will come to pass
You will not achieve your desire and your goal
Do this and do not forsake it, for you will achieve your goal
Although this matter is good, you will not achieve your desire and
your goal
What you wish will be fulfilled with delay in several days
This is someone else's matter. He is free to undertake it or not
The beginning of this matter is accompanied by a loss
In it is victory and suitability; but you will never achieve your desire and
goal
It is of a bad essence; you will not achieve the goal
Do this and do not forsake it, although it is painful, and you will not
achieve your desire
The beginning of this will cause unhappiness and stark difficulties
The beginning of this will cause unhappiness and stark difficulties
According to what is generally accepted, the beginning of this matter is
unsuitable
It is very bad to begin this because of [its] bad end
With the help of cunning, the desire and goal will be achieved
Know that you will not be able to obtain this and will not achieve what
you desire, leave this
Suitable, but with [certain] conditions, although the achievement of what
you desire is difficult, its completion presents no difficulties
Upon achieving what you wish, you will be disappointed
In this matter, the resolution [of difficulties] follows difficulties
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
Do this and undertake nothing else
The beginning of this matter is entirely unsuitable
What you wish will not come to pass, possibly, you will achieve the
opposite
It is suitable, victorious, and will not call to account [despite losses], but
the desire and goal will not be accomplished without anxiety
In this is good and joy
Not a suitable time, better to leave it
Undertake your matter, for it is fitting and good
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Continuation of Table I

15

16

52
91
15
35
55
73
88
103
119
8

17

52
70
93

19

18
29

good, God willing

46

good, God willing

62

good, God willing

84

good, God willing

110

good, God willing

26

good, God willing

52

good, God willing

77

98
126
12
36

strictly forbidden
good, God willing
forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
forbidden
forbidden
forbidden

59

good, God willing

82
102

good, God willing
strictly forbidden

13
52
20

21

22

23

forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing
forbidden
good, God willing
forbidden

I

18

good, God willing
strictly forbidden
good, God willing
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
forbidden
better to avoid

77

6

good, God willing

24
38
56

good, God willing
good, God willing
forbidden

73

forbidden

18
43

good, God willing
forbidden

75

forbidden

105

forbidden

Undertake this, you will achieve your wish and goal
-

In this is guidance, strength, and hardihood
-

Because of a bad end
In this is delusion and a bad end
In this is a dreadful outcome and extreme difficulties
Requires thought, you will not achieve what you desire
Unsuitable, only under [certain] conditions
If you carry this out or intend to carry this out, you will cross the bounds of
what is acceptable
The time is wrong for achieving your goal and desire
In this is good and daily bread I the journey is full of grace
You will never achieve your goal and desire
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
The outer side of this is good, but the inner is ugly and terrible
Undertake it, for [this matter] is the best, and you have already undertaken
it, do not forsake it. Pay not attention to what is not approved
The goal is in essence good, but there is a better alternative, and [you]
should decide
Your desire and goal will not be achieved without some measure of less,
damage, and privation
Undertake it, for in it is strength and power
Undertake it, in it is freedom from reproach, and your desire will be
received without insistence
Undertake your matter, in it is happiness and gifts
Undertake your matter, it will grant a high place to the person from whom
you want to [obtain] what you desire
-

Very noble, but to undertake it is impossible
You will never achieve your desire and your goal
Undertake this matter, for you are protected from danger
Undertake this and never turn from this matter to another
Your desire and goal will never be fulfilled
This matter is the cause of terrible difficulties and flight along a long path
Your desire will not be fulfilled, endeavour though you may
Very good, but a source of temptation. The possessor of this will perish
and will not remain unharmed
Your desire and goal will be fulfilled entirely
-

Undertake this and do not forsake it, the beginning of this is like the
Resurrection of the Dead
Undertake this, for in it is indescribable good
Undertake this matter, in it is salvation from danger
Your desire and goal are not part of your obligations
Do not undertake this, it is a great delusion, it has no benefit and the goal
is unknown
Undertake this, it has aspects of virtue and welfare
The time is not right for this
Do not undertake this, for you will achieve the opposite of what you
desire
Do not undertake this because of its bad end
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Continuation of Table 1

24

25

26

27

28

29

II

good, God willing

28
37

good, but under
[certain] conditions
forbidden

54

good, God willing

62

good, God willing

12

strictly forbidden

33

good

56

good, God willing

1-2
40
84
137
184
1
23
44
64

good, God willing
forbidden
good, God willing
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
good, God willing
forbidden

89

good, God willing

14
29
44
60
78
7

good, God willing
good, God willing
forbidden

24

forbidden

39

1-2

strictly forbidden
categorically
forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
categorically forbidden
good, God willing

20

good, God willing

1-2
21

good, God willing
forbidden

54

30

6
25
42

31
32

33

34

-

forbidden
good, God willing

7

good, God willing

23
36
51
63
8

good, God willing
forbidden
good, God willing
forbidden
strictly forbidden

Undertake this, despite the fact that the beginning is not good, the end
is good
Do not undertake this matter without the permission of a person of good
taste. If he gives his permission, undertake it
Endeavour [to complete] what you have in mind
Undertake it and do not forsake it, although only a part of what you desire
will be fulfilled
Do not undertake this matter without the permission of a person with good
taste. If he approves, undertake it, if not, leave it. If you find no one, [and
the matter] appeals to you, undertake it.
-

For you victory over the other, although you will not achieve what you
desire ... [your] desire will not be fulfilled
Undertake this, in it is good, but a part or all of what you desire will not
come about
God will aid you in this, it is good and blessed
You will not achieve anything except the opposite of what you desire
Undertake this, you will achieve your desire and your goal
because of the foulness of the matter
-

God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
Undertake this, your goal and desire will be fulfilled in time
Undertake this, in it is peace and prosperity in this world and the next
You will not achieve your desire and goal
Undertake this, you will see good, although there is no hope of eliminating
danger
Undertake this, the time is ripe for it
Undertake this, the time is ripe for it
-

Your matter is, in essence, good. But others are better
Undertaking this is extremely foul
Undertake it, your goal will be accomplished beyond your desires
Your desire and goal will only be achieved with difficulties and
tribulations
Because of a bad end and difficulties
-

Undertake it, your goal and desire will be fulfilled
Undertake this, you will achieve your desire and your goal
Because of a bad end
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
There will be no obstacles in carrying this out, but your desire and your
goal will never be accomplished
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
Refrain from achieving this goal because of a bad end
Undertake it, for it is very noble, but your desire and goal will not come to
pass completely
This matter is good, but it entails perishing on the way to good
Stick with what you intended [to do] and do not change the circumstances
You have the freedom of choice either in all or a part of what you possess
Your desire and goal will never be achieved
-
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Continuation of Table I

34
35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44
45
46
47
48

23
41
4
19-20
39

good, God willing
forbidden
forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing

13

good, God willing

42
74
31
83
134-135
4
28
63
6
22
42
57
75

good, God willing
forbidden
strictly forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
forbidden
forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing

18

good, God willing

34
50

forbidden
good, God willing

67

good, God willing

1-2
21

good, God willing
strictly forbidden

39

good, God willing

1-3
16

good, God willing
strictly forbidden

23

good, God willing

52
24

good, God willing
forbidden

49

forbidden

76

forbidden

20

good, God willing

1-2
23
5
20
1

good, God willing
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
good, God willing
do this and do not
forsake it
good, God willing

19
1

Your desire and goal will be accomplished only [under certain] conditions
Give up your desire and your aim
You will not achieve your desire and your goal
This matter utterly lacks justice and impartiality
Extremely virtuous, but you will not achieve what you wish
Undertake this, for you there are no excuses, but you will not achieve your
desire and your goal
Undertake it, in it is strength and great benefit
Stay away from this because of its bad end and uselessness
-

Undertake it, this is extremely good
Upon completing this, peace and salvation [await you]
You will not achieve your desire and your goal
Refrain from this, for the opposite of it is just and impartial
You will not achieve your desire and your goal
Your matter is very good
Carry it out, in it is the limit of good and contentment
The result of this matter is destruction and the demise of what you want
Refrain from this, for it is bad and forbidden
Your matter is very good
Carry out and do not forsake this, although the goal will still not be
achieved
You will not achieve your desire and your goal
Carry it out and your goal will be achieved
This is extremely good and strong, but it seems that your desire and goal
will not be achieved
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
You will not achieve your goal because of a bad end
Extremely good and strong, although you will not achieve your goal and
desire
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
Because of a bad end
Extremely good and strong, but the desire and goal are in different hands
(not under your control). If they want, it will come about, and if not,
it will not.
You will accomplish your goal and all that is useful and beneficial in it
You will never achieve your desire and your goal
This matter is poor. If you achieve your desire and your aim, the opposite
of this will take place
-

This matter is extremely difficult, taking into account that he will not
achieve what he wishes, but begins [this matter] and undertakes a journey,
although he will not achieve what he wishes
Very good
-

Because of a bad end
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
Undertake and do not forsake this
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
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Continuation of Table 1

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

16

good, God willing

29
12
16
7-8
51
32
26
5
45
39
17

good, God willing
strictly forbidden
good, God willing
forbidden
strictly forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing

77-78

good, God willing

II

good, God willing

25

good, God willing

62
63
64

7
21
IO
I
II
I
5
IO

65

6

good, God willing
good, God willing
good, God willing
strictly forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
forbidden
strictly forbidden
do this [thing] and
do not forsake it
good, God willing
good, God willing
strictly forbidden
forbidden
forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing
good, God willing
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
good, God willing
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
forbidden
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
good, God willing
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
strictly forbidden
good, God willing
good, God willing

57

58
59
60

66
67
68
69
71
72

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
81
83
84
87
89
91
95
98
103

8
12
13
1-3
50-51
I
I
1-2
9
1-2
II
15
28
39
8
II
23
I
13
IO
1-2
8
1-3

Undertake and do not forsake this, although you will not achieve what
you wish
This matter is very noble, you will achieve your desire and your goal
Because of a bad end
This matter is extremely good and strong
You will not achieve your desire and your goal
-

Extremely flippant [condemnation] and reprehensible [recompense]
The goal will only be accomplished [under certain] conditions
This goal is extremely strong, but you will not achieve what you wish
The outcome of this matter is defeat and flight
-

It is very noble because it has a good end, you will achieve what you wish
The matter is extremely strong and unshakeable, taking into account what
worthy and virtuous people enjoin
It will accomplish what is wished beyond expectation
Undertake and do not forsake this, a part of your desire and goal will
be fulfilled
This matter is extremely strong and unshakeable
Do it, in this is victory and the achievement of what you wish
This is a very noble matter and you will comprehend your goal
Because of a bad end
What you wish is linked with [a certain] condition, do it as you wish
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
You will not achieve your desire and your wish
Because of a bad end
Do this and do not forsake it
Do this and do not forsake it, you will achieve what you wish
It is very noble because of its good beginning
-

You will only achieve the opposite of what you wish
It is extremely sad and leads to remorse
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
Do this and do not forsake it, you will achieve your goal
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
-

There is fear, trepidation, and peril in this
It is good to do this and you will achieve your goal
-

Accompanied by the impossibility of achieving the goal
Because of a bad end
This matter results in tremendous difficulties
Because of a bad end
Because of a bad end
Do this and do not refrain
Because of a bad end
Because of a bad end
Because of a bad end
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
God will grant aid in this matter, it is good and blessed
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Table 2*
Divination outcomes

Nos.
I

W..I yp. .,;,IL:; ,jl

2
3
4

~

b_rJ:.

4 L.I .:.a.ul ..,..~

5

6
7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14

..:....I y

p. ...S .y fa

.J,_,_rJ:.
I~

strictly forbidden

~\'-:-l~

good

J

''°'! ~~I

4

4 L.I .:.a.ul ..,_,~
4 L.1 .:.a.ul ..,_,~
.:.a.u_,:i 4 ..J~I

.:.a.ul Y+l ,:; I ..:.1_,:;
.:.a.ul Y+l ,jJp..:.I_,:;
.,s_,..,~

cf...

,ys. y

J

good, under a [certain) condition

..1;.......t~

..:....I y ;.i.. .,;,I t.;; ,jl.)o;I Y:,

,jJp

good, God willing
forbidden

''°'! _;...~1

Number of
occurrences

142
98
I

41
4

undertake this [matter) and do not be afraid, for [it] is good

I

under [certain] conditions, God willing, it is good

2
2

good, under [certain] conditions
good, but selectively

I

the choice is yours

2

better to refrain from this

I

better not to do

I

categorically forbidden

2
2

undertake this [matter] and do not forsake it
Notes

I. For example, on fol. 01 b of manuscript A 976 we find dated and recorded the main events in the life of the owner's family. See
also E. A. Rezvan, "Qur'anic manuscripts as birth, death, land and library register", Manuscripta Orienta/ia, VIII/3 (2002), pp. 17-25.
Copies and editions of the Old and New Testament were used in similar fashion.
2. A similar practice of "bmying icons" has been attested in Balkan monasteries. In Russia, old icons were floated down the river.
3. V. Badzh (W. Budge), Amulety i sueveriia (Amulets and Superstitions), trans. from English into Russian (Moscow, 2001 ), p. 65.
4. B. A. Donaldson, The Wild Rue (London, 1938). p. 131.
5. We are indebted to Prof. 0. F. Akimushkin for localizing the manuscript in question.
6. The reference is apparently to Mul)ammad's cousin and son-in-law, ·All, the fourth "Rightly-guided" caliph (d. 40/661 ).
7. As a parallel to our manuscript, one notes the copy from the famed Hyderabad collection dated to the first third of the eighteenth
century. Sec M. Ashraf, A Catalogue ol the Arabic Manuscripts in the Safar Jung Museum and Librmy (Hyderabad, 1962), No. 163,
pp. 116-7.
8. Istikhara is possible with the most varied instruments of divination (for example, rosary beads, rings, writing on paper, etc.).
9. Cf. divination on the verses of Riiml, f;liifi~ (jal-i lfafi;), 'Umar Khayyam, Sa'dl. In Russia, divination was practiced
on the text of Pushkin's "Eugene Onegin". Dozens of websites exist in the Russian-language internet for divination on the verses
of Eastern poets. See e.g. http ://www.glagol.ru/hafes, http: //www.sufism.ru/hafiZJ, http: //www.sufism.ru/rumi/cgi-bin/ gadanie. html,
http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Hall/ 1436/gadanieO.htm, etc. Surprisingly, we found no sites for divination using Pushkin's
poem.
I 0. Cf., for example, the medieval Christian Sor/es Sanctorum or Sortes Apostolorum - special texts of the Bible with brief
commentaries on Biblical stories in the margins (pe1ji?ctum opus, gloria magna, etc.). Sec J. R. Harris. "The 'Sortcs Sanctorum' in the
St. Germain Codex", American Journal o(Philology, 9 ( 1888), pp. 58-63.
11. This form of divination was covered in special Fal-nama textbooks (dlwans used for rhapsodomancy usually bear the same
name), which often presented extremely complicated methods of divination. The most poJlllar of them was ascribed to the imam Ja'far
al-~adiq (80-148/6991700-765). The collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies contains an entire
series ofFal-nama textbooks: B 349, B 361. B 844. B 1957. B 2062, B 2211, B 4474. C 462, C 1404, C 1555.
12. Fa'/ could also be applied to a wide variety of instruments of divination (for example, hands, or peas).
13. T. Fahd, "~ur·a", Encyclopaedia of1s/am CD-ROM edn. v. 1.0.
14. Translation by Mohammed Marmaduke Pickthall.
15. Donaldson, op. cit .. p. 131.
16. !hid.• p. 132.
17. ( H' A' •J~) .,r f' \....;,, yL>\t- WJL. •J) 4 'JL;.:;..I ..sW..1 J Cf. the manuscript Qur 'at al-imam Ja 'far ibn Ahl Talib or Ja ·tarli·i·a
(MS. Aya Sofya 1999), fols. 2-18b. Sec Fahd, op. cit.
.
.
. ..
18. According to a footnote, the original of this manuscript is unknown. The manuscript itself is held in the private collection of the
Bahraini scholar shaykh Al)mad · A~fiir, who recommended the manuscript for the guide, noting that each divination he had perforn1ed
with the manuscript had proved accurate.
19. See Table I.

'According to the guide, there are 14 possible outcomes of divination. Practically, however, they are of two types: "good" and "bad".
Tahle 2 presents all varieties found in the book.
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20. For more on the Sunni version of istikhiira, see the book by the imiim-kha(lb of the Moscow Memorial Mosque on Poklonnaya
Mount, the al-Azhar graduate Sh. Aliautdinov, Put' k vere i sovershenstvu (Path to Faith and Perfection) (Moscow, 2001), pp. 195-7.
The book is available on the site www.umma.ru.
21. E. Doutte, Magie et religion dans / 'Afrique du Nord (Alger, 1909), p. 413.
22. In Islam, oneiromancy is justified by the text of the Qur'an, where the theme of dreams occurs several times. See, for example,
:43 (where a dream sent down by God helps to achieve victory in the Battle of Badr), 12:43 (interpretation of Pharaoh's dream by
Yusuf), 30:22 (dream as a sign of God), 37: IOI, 105 (dream-reader Ibrahim), 48:27 (Mul;iammad's dream, sent down by God, comes
true}, etc.
23. Cited from Sh. Aliautdinov, op. cit., p. 196.
24. For example, people came from all over the Maghrib to shaykh al-Sanusl (838/9-895/ 1435/6-1490), famed for his ability to
interpret such dreams (both his own and those of others). This strengthened his reputation as an authority both on religion and the mystical
arts. Sec H. Bencheneb, "Al-Sanlisl", En<yclopaedia of Islam CD-ROM edn. v. 1.0.
25. T. Fahd, La divination arabe, erudes religieuses, sociologiques et folkloriques sur le milieu natif de /'Islam (Leiden, 1966),
pp. 363-7.
26. See, for example, http://www.albalagh.net/qaiistikharah_marriage.shtml where the mu/Iii Taql 'Uthmanl carefully analyses the
story of a man who received a propitious pre-wedding istikhiira only to see two marriages tum out unsuccessfully.
27. For example. a certain Ayatallah Shafi'! from Qum offers to deliver a detailed istikhiira quickly by e-mail:
http://www.geocities.com/ shjnaqvi/ istikhara.htm.

Illustrations
Fig. I. Marginal divination notes. Manuscript A 1638 in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the
Institute of Oriental Studies, fols. 152b-153a, 6.7 x 11.0 cm.
Fig. 2. Fol. 3 l 2b of the same manuscript with an Arabic-Persian inscription containing an injunction.
Fig. 3. A page from the "most complete and detailed" guide to istikhiira (Tehran, 2000).

